Appendix A  One-step RT-PCR amplification to confirm that EGFP was not lost. Total RNA that was isolated from the inoculated leaves at 3 days post-infection in *N. benthamiana* by PCGCP+40 (40), PCGCP+51 (51), PCGCP+71 (71), PCGCP+91 (91), PCGCP+103 (103), PCGCP+120 (120), PCGCP+135 (135), PCGCP+160(160), PCGCP+180 (180), PCGCP+205 (205), PXT1-CGMMV (WT), and P-MG (MG). CK, negative control; M, TaKaRa DL2000 marker.

Appendix B  Alignment of partial sequences of CP SGP of six Tobamoviruses.